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Mission
To Bridge the Divide

Vision
To combine both the traditional and modern financial structure into a new open and transparent

opportunity to generate a truly decentralised (Defi) cryptocurrency funded hedge fund. Over a 4 year

period the aim is to move from asset accumulation to revenue generation, transforming the project

from a token-based utility to an NFT-based format that leaves all remaining participants with

potentially life-changing passive income.

Values
Transparency and fairness.

Confidence based on competence.

Fundamental value, not hype.
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The Problem with the World of Finance

Over the last decade, the entire global financial landscape has changed irrevocably, completely upending the world of traditional finance.

The transition from a centralized to a decentralized, digital one has caught most by surprise. As tech entrepreneur and cryptocurrency

advocate Andreas Antonopoulos said, when an industry, such as finance, transitions to a more decentralized and open model then a

“tsunami of innovation that was pent up for decades is suddenly released”. It is our considered opinion he is most certainly correct. We are

in the early stages of a comprehensive paradigm shift that will alter every high technology industry on earth.

With the emergence of block chain technology and the meteoric expansion of the digital asset space it has enabled, we are about to

witness the economic and technological equivalent of a global tsunami of innovation.

Soon we all will look back on quaint traditional finance norms and wonder how we ever endured the centralization, the poor but

expensive services, the lack of flexibility and accountability . Antiquated and highly distrusted, the current system of banking and finance

reflects attitudes more at home to the early 20th century than the 21st century. The global markets as they stand currently remain largely

controlled by governments and central banks, an arrangement that tends to benefit a relatively select few. This system is plagued with a

lack of transparency and responsiveness to the needs of most people.
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The Solution – Ghost Trader

With the rise of decentralized finance (DeFi), everyday people have finally begun to gain access to financial goods and services that provide

the value and utility they need. The adoption of decentralization has thrown the doors of innovation wide open. Ghost Trader, the world’s

first tokenized hedge fund, intends to provide contributors with an elite-level trading service. Previously, such things were simply not

available to the vast majority of people.

Ghost Trader offers something entirely unique and remarkable: a tailor-made way to open the doors of hedge fund trading to the masses.

Traditionally, highly skilled individuals, such as traders, were only able to work for large corporations and hedge funds if they wanted access

to the capital needed to work as a trader. This centralised system functionally excluded the vast majority of people from access to these

types of individuals and the benefits that they confer. Ghost Trader has developed an ecosystem that allows ordinary contributors to utilise

the blockchain, facilitating interaction between traders and contributors without centralized corporations acting as monopolistic

middlemen.

Our trading team possesses superlative trading acumen, financial professionalism, and a level of market knowledge and expertise rarely

encountered in the traditional finance space, much less within the DeFi space. Ghost Trader has established a disruptive FinTech ecosystem

that provides participants with multiple opportunities to gain returns.
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Your Participation Invite

Ghost Trader is intended as an opportunity for a professional, like-minded community wishing to share their successes together. This

project is for informed, patient individuals comfortable with making the journey with us, as Ghost Trader builds the tools necessary to

bridge the gap between the elite members of our society and the rest of us. We make no promises, we make no false claims, sometimes our

returns may dip but we are confident that our compounding model will return a passive income comparatively unrivalled in this space.

Please understand up front: success for Ghost Trader is not solely measured by token price. Rather, it is measured by the longevity of the

project and the consistent, market-beating returns that we aim to achieve. We truly want to share our achievements as broadly as possible.

Hence, we give the largest portion of our profits to our holders first. In order to accomplish this, Ghost Trader is taking a unique approach in

this new world of block chain and DeFi.
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Project Mechanics
The Ghost Trader project is established on the Ethereum

Smart Chain (ETH) and has created a $1.8m trading fund

so far, via private contributors/early adopters and its

growing bank of supporters. The tokenomics mechanism

insures this will continue to grow.

The Ghost Trader and his team trade this fund in

traditional markets like gold, forex, oil and indices. The

monthly trading profits are distributed to GTR token

holders and GTR NFT owners in USDC.

Diversifying out of the crypto markets and receiving

rewards in USDC creates monthly rewards that are not

reliant on the token price or crypto markets.

NFT holders have the opportunity to not only compound

their monthly rewards but also add additional funds

through the top-up function. Contributors can use the

token to accumulate capital and rewards, gradually

moving them into the stability of their NFT.

To work toward meaningful passive income a growing trading fund is key. The Trading Fund continues to grow monthly with NFT holders 

and the GTR Company compounding rewards, top-ups by NFT holders and NFT taxes driving the growth.

For in-depth tokenomics details please refer to The Tokenomics Paper
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For in-depth tokenomics details please refer to The Tokenomics Paper

Tokenomics

Ghost Trader has a streamlined internal mechanism to facilitate the generation of capital and maximize the reward stream to GTR Token

and NFT holders.
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The GTR token acts as a mechanism to generate capital over time and also

serves as a way of introducing new contributors to the trading environment

for a possible transition into NFTs. GTR Token holders are entitled to receive

rewards based on the % of the circulating supply they hold.

The amount received in rewards is dependent on not only the % of profit

created by The Ghost Trader, but also the total size of the GTR Token pool,

combined with the number of tokens in circulating supply. The GTR token

pool grows organically through:

✓ The GTR Company auto-compounding their 50% of these trading profits

✓ Taxes from NFT purchases, compounding and top-ups

This further demonstrates their commitment to the ongoing success of the

project.

Through strategic buying and selling of the token, new contributors can take

advantage of the opportunity to grow their capital whilst also receiving

rewards.

For in-depth tokenomics details please refer to The Tokenomics Paper

GTR Token and Token Pool
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As a deflationary token, the GTR token will run for 48 months, during which time the Ghost Trader project will commit to locking up a maximum of 2 million

tokens per trading month. These tokens will be generated by the buy/sell tax. The GTR Token should generate increasing rewards over time due to this

deflationary mechanism combined with the growing trading pool. At the end of the 48-month period, GTR company will buy out the remaining tokens in

circulation for a value no less than the final value of the GTR fund divided by the circulating tokens.

At this point the trading fund will have matured and will only pay rewards through NFTs



NFTs
NFTs are unique in allowing holders to contribute funds directly to the

trading pool, with the ability to compound your USDC rewards back into

your NFT and top-up your NFT with extra funds. The Silver NFT receives

50% of the profit made, on the value of your NFT.

The amount received in rewards is purely dependent on the % of profit

created by The Ghost Trader and the total worth of your NFT. For example:

If you own a Silver NFT worth $1500 (original purchase and top-ups) and

The Ghost Trader makes 5% profit you will receive 50% of 5%: ($1,500 x

0.05) ÷ 2 = $37.50.

Name of NFT # mints Dates Details

Silver NFT 1,080 available Q2 2022 - ongoing Being released in batches over the first half (24 months) of the project

Gold NFT 283 issued Q1 2022 SOLD OUT

Diamond VIP NFT 387 issued Q2 2022 PRIVATE SALE Participants only

The Ghost Trader NFTs will be limited to a total of 1,750::

For in-depth tokenomics details please refer to The Tokenomics Paper
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GTR Token and NFT Comparison

The GTR Token and the GTR NFT work in combination 

to help participants take full advantage of what is on 

offer.

Personal preference will determine how each 

participant utilises the propositions available. 
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Team

Dennis: CFO/Co-Founder

The “Ghost Trader” has over 35 years’ experience trading in London, New York, and the Middle East. After a distinguished trading career for numerous major

banks, he spent some time in the Middle East, running a busy Royal Family trading office. Since 1998, Dennis has traded for two major hedge funds.

predominately in Forex. In the last 15 years he has expanded his day and shorter-term trading strategies to include the major indices, gold, and oil products.

His ability to evaluate the markets in terms of volatility, and understand how other traders and “bots” control risk, enables him to make nimble moves in the

market that other traders tend to overthink or overlook. He has an unblemished trading record, producing year-on-year returns of over 60% from 1998-2008.

Since then, he also has achieved even larger returns trading for a hedge fund as one of the more aggressive portfolio traders in the group. Over the last two

years, we have witnessed exceptionally volatile markets, while Dennis returned over 280% in 2020, and was already showing a return of 286% as of the end of

October 2021. While these are exceptional years, the markets are clearly prone to even more volatility as more and more funds are diversifying into the digital

asset class. Consequently, the “Ghost Trader” has taken a keen interest in the digital asset revolution, and has been a consultant for a leading U.S.-based

cryptocurrency trading software provider for the past three years. His team provides him access to various skills that complement one another—such as

technical analysis, momentum trading, and arbitrage trading. Overall, Dennis follows his own bespoke trading strategies.

John: CEO/Co-Founder

Ghost Trader Don is an experienced and successful trader with more than 20 years of knowledge and experience. He has worked for a number of tier-one

investment houses in both the City of London and internationally, trading commodities, oil, diamonds, bonds, gilts, and options. Prior to his trading career,

John worked in the telecommunications space managing large international sales teams. As a skilled sales management professional and successful trader,

John has both the knowledge and experience to make his dream come true. Cumulating in launching the world's first tokenized hedge fund, conceptualized

over a number of years while working in partnership with his lifelong friend, The Ghost Trader. This eminently competent, experienced, and highly energized

partnership will revolutionize the DeFi space, providing the everyday person with easy access to wealth-generating financial products typically reserved for the

super-rich and elite of the world.
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Karth: CTO/Executive Developer

Our Lead Developer, our very own techno-wizard, has many years of programming experience in both cryptographic and non-cryptographic capacities.

He is always seeking and searching for ways to make things more efficient and creating innovative, flawlessly executed functionalities. The Dev has

numerous smaller coin projects under his belt. Respected and trusted in this space, he is also a leading member of the Gateway community, with many

contacts in the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) space.

Mark: Chief Strategy Officer / Operations

Mark has 20 years’ experience working with blue chip companies and most recently a top FTSE 100 company in Information Technology. This has allowed 
him to gain a thorough understanding of the industry, strengthened through regular involvement with projects and with a proven track record providing 
technical solutions and services to corporate organizations.
He has a keen interest in crypto and blockchain technology since 2017 and other hobbies include cycling and enjoying the outdoors.

Magnus: Head of Architecture

Magnus has led a fruitful career in the IT industry. Most recently he held the title of CTO for an Artificial Intelligence company where he hired and led

multiple software, data and data service teams. Having experience in both infrastructure and software engineering gives Magnus a unique perspective,

and has been beneficial in advising some of the large multi-national companies. He strives to apply these design principles and architecture patterns in

crypto, resulting in faster time to market, better organisation, automation and more.
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Conclusion

Ghost Trader’s motto is simple, straightforward, to the point: Bridging the Divide.

It informs every decision the team makes. The goal for Ghost Trader is to help create a fair system of

decentralized finance, one that serves the needs of all that wish to be part of it — not just the ultra-rich. We

insist on transparency and fairness. We value confidence based on competence. We seek fundamental value,

not hype.
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Legal
LEGAL INFORMATION GENERAL

PLEASE READ AND UNDERSTAND THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING SUB-SECTIONS ENTITLED “DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY”, “NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES”, “REPRESENTATIONS AND

WARRANTIES BY YOU”, “CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS”, “MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS”, “NO ADVICE”, “NO FURTHER

INFORMATION OR UPDATE”, “RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION”, “NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION” AND “RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES” CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY

DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

The Ghost Trader tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This Lite Paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an

offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. This Lite Paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the

distributor/vendor of the Ghost Trader tokens (the “Distributor”) to purchase any Ghost Trader tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in

connection with, any contract or investment decision. Any agreement between the Distributor and you as a purchaser, and concerning any sale and purchase, of Ghost Trader tokens (as referred to in

this Lite Paper) is to be governed by only a separate paper setting out the terms and conditions (the “T&Cs”) of any such agreement. In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this White

Paper, the former shall prevail. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Lite Paper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory

requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution, or dissemination of this Lite Paper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules have been complied

with. There are risks and uncertainties associated with Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the Ghost Trader tokens, the Ghost Trader Initial Private & VIP

Token Sale, and any other operation (each as referred to in this Lite Paper). This Lite Paper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any country where distribution or

dissemination of this Lite Paper is prohibited or restricted. No part of this Lite Paper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without including this section. and the following sections entitled

“Disclaimer of Liability”, “No Representations and Warranties”, “Representations and Warranties by You”, “Cautionary Note On Forward-Looking Statements”, “Market and Industry Information and No

Consent of Other Persons”, “Terms Used”, “No Advice”, “No Further Information or Update”, “Restrictions On Distribution and Dissemination”, “No Offer of Securities or Registration” and “Risks and

Uncertainties”. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations, and rules, Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor shall not be liable for any indirect, special,

incidental, consequential, or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract, or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection

with any acceptance of or reliance on this Lite Paper or any part thereof by you.

NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY GHOST TRADER

Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any

representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this Lite Paper.
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REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU

By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this white paper or such part thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor as follows:

(a) you agree and acknowledge that the Ghost Trader tokens do not constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction; (b) you agree and acknowledge that this Lite Paper does not constitute a

prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and you are not bound to enter into any

contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Lite Paper; (c) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has

examined or approved of the information set out in this Lite Paper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication,

distribution or dissemination of this Lite Paper to you does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with; (d) you agree and acknowledge that this Lite

Paper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the Ghost Trader Initial Private& VIP Token Sale, or future trading of the Ghost Trader tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed,

interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of the Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor, the Ghost Trader tokens, the Ghost Trader Initial Private & VIP Token Sale. (e) the distribution or

dissemination of this Lite Paper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction,

and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to Ghost Trader and/or the

Distributor; (f) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any Ghost Trader tokens, the Ghost Trader tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:

(i) any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency; (ii) debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity (whether Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor) (iii) rights, options or derivatives in

respect of such debentures, stocks or shares; (iv) units in a collective investment scheme; (v) units in a business trust; (vi) derivatives of units in a business trust; or (vii) any other security or class of

securities. (g) you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies,

blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology; (h) you are fully aware and understand

that in the case where you wish to purchase any Ghost Trader tokens, there are risks associated with Ghost Trader and the Distributor and their respective business and operations, the Ghost Trader

tokens, the Ghost Trader Initial Private & VIP Token Sale. (i) you agree and acknowledge that neither Ghost Trader nor the Distributor is liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential, or other

losses of any kind, in tort, contract, or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or

reliance on this Lite Paper or any part thereof by you; and (j) rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or

avoid a loss; (k) all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non-misleading from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this Lite Paper or

such part thereof (as the case may be).

CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

All statements contained in this Lite Paper, statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public, and oral statements that may be made by Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor or

their respective directors, executive officers or employees acting on behalf of Ghost Trader or the Distributor (as the case may be), that are not statements of historical fact, constitute “forward- looking

statements”. Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”,

“probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, “will” or other similar terms. However, these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. All statements regarding Ghost Trader

and/or the Distributor’s financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects, and the future prospects of the industry which Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor is in are forward-looking

statements. These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements as to Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor’s revenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected

industry trends and other matters discussed in this Lite Paper regarding Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor are matters that are not historic facts, but only predictions.
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These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of Ghost Trader and/or the

Distributor to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These factors include, amongst others: (a)

changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and the regulatory environment in the countries in which Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor conducts its respective

businesses and operations; (b) the risk that Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor may be unable or execute or implement their respective business strategies and future plans; (c) changes in interest rates

and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies; (d) changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor; (e) changes in the

availability and fees payable to Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor in connection with their respective businesses and operations; (f) changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required

by Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor to operate their respective businesses and operations; (g) changes in preferences of customers of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor; (h) changes in competitive

conditions under which Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor operate, and the ability of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor to compete under such conditions; (i) changes in the future capital needs of

Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor and the availability of financing and capital to fund such needs; (j) war or acts of international or domestic terrorism; (k) occurrences of catastrophic events, natural

disasters and acts of God that affect the businesses and/or operations of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor; (l) other factors beyond the control of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor; and (m) any risk

and uncertainties associated with Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor and their businesses and operations, the Ghost Trader tokens, the Ghost Trader Initial Token Sale. All forward-looking statements

made by or attributable to Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor or persons acting on behalf of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor are expressly qualified in their entirety by such factors. Given that risks

and uncertainties that may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor to be materially different from that expected, expressed or implied by the

forward-looking statements in this Lite Paper, undue reliance must not be placed on these statements. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date of this Lite Paper. Neither Ghost

Trader, the Distributor nor any other person represents, warrants and/or undertakes that the actual future results, performance or achievements of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor will be as discussed

in those forward-looking statements.

The actual results, performance or achievements of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward- looking statements. Nothing contained in this Lite

Paper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor. Further, Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor

disclaim any responsibility to update any of those forward- looking statements or publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events or

circumstances, even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future. MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS This Lite Paper includes

market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available information and

industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available information and publications generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained from sources

believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such included information. Save for Ghost Trader, the Distributor and their respective directors, executive

officers and employees, no person has provided his or her consent to the inclusion and/ or other information attributed or perceived to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in this Lite

Paper and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information by such person and such persons shall not be obliged to

provide any updates on the same. While Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor have taken reasonable actions to ensure that the information is extracted accurately and in its proper context, Ghost Trader

and/or the Distributor have not conducted any independent review of the information extracted from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the

underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither Ghost Trader, the Distributor, nor their respective directors, executive officers and employees acting on their behalf makes any

representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.



TERMS USED

To facilitate a better understanding of the Ghost Trader tokens being offered for purchase by the Distributor, and the businesses and operations of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor, certain

technical terms and abbreviations, as well as, in certain instances, their descriptions, have been used in this Lite Paper. These descriptions and assigned meanings should not be treated as being

definitive of their meanings and may not correspond to standard industry meanings or usage. Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words

importing the masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neuter genders and vice versa. References to persons shall include corporations. NO ADVICE No information in this

Lite Paper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice regarding Ghost Trader, the Distributor, the Ghost Trader tokens, the Ghost Trader Initial Token Sale. You should consult

your own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser regarding Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the Ghost Trader tokens, the Ghost Trader

Initial Private & VIP Token Sale. You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of Ghost Trader tokens for an indefinite period of time. No person has been or

is authorized to give any information or representation not contained in this Lite Paper in connection with Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the

Ghost Trader tokens, the Ghost Trader Initial Private & VIP Token Sale and, if given, such information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of Ghost

Trader and/or the Distributor. The Ghost Trader Private and VIP Token Sale (as referred to in the Lite Paper) shall not, under any circumstances, constitute a continuing representation or create any

suggestion or implication that there has been no change, or development reasonably likely to involve a material change in the affairs, conditions and prospects of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor

or in any statement of fact or information contained in this Lite Paper since the date hereof.

RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION

The distribution or dissemination of this Lite Paper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any

restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this Lite Paper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own

expense and without liability to Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor. Persons to whom a copy of this Lite Paper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have the

Lite Paper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this Lite Paper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit

or cause the same to occur.

NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION

This Lite Paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.

No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Lite Paper. Any agreement in

relation to any sale and purchase of Ghost Trader tokens (as referred to in this Lite Paper) is to be governed by only the T&Cs of such agreement and no other document. In the event of any

inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Lite Paper, the former shall prevail. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Lite Paper. No such action

has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Lite Paper does not imply that the applicable laws,

regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES

Prospective purchasers of Ghost Trader tokens (as referred to in this Lite Paper) should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with Ghost Trader, the Distributor and

their respective businesses and operations, the Ghost Trader tokens, the Ghost Trader Initial Private & VIP Token Sale, all information set out in this Lite Paper and the T&Cs prior to any purchase of

Ghost Trader tokens. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, the business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of Ghost Trader and/or the Distributor

could be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the Ghost Trader tokens.
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